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FIGs. 23a-c, 24a,b - Discolithus incohatus STOVER, n. sp. x 2500 ca. 23, holotype, USNM 41537; 
a, bright field; b-e, x-nicols at slightly different focus levels. 24, paratype, USNM 41538; a, bright field; 

b, x-nicols. Both from sample 2. 
FIG. 17 - Discolithus incohatus STOVER. Distal view. Orientation: 0°-90°. The drawing is based primarily on 
the appearance of the microfossil under crossed nicols and with a Quartz Red I accessory plate. The drawing 
represents a composite of morphologic features observed on several well-preserved specimens of the species. 

Description: 

The coccoliths have an elliptical outline in proximal or distal view and a rim of medium width 
with 14 to 17 (usually 16) blocky segments. The base plate is incomplete and is composed of 
a narrow band adjacent to the rim with the central opening spanned by bars in the form of 
a cross. Superimposed on the junction of the crossbars are generally four very small calcareous 
pieces arranged as an << x )), The curvature of extinction lines across the rim appears to be sinistral 
in distal vrew. Length 7-12 (l-, width 5.5-9.0 (l-, height about 2 ll-· 

Remarks: 

Comparison: This distinctive species differs from other species of Discolithus in having an 
incomplete base plate and a clearly segmented rim with large, blocky segments. In distal view, 
D. incohatus and Deflandrius intercisus (DEFLANDRE) BRAMLETTE & MARTINI appear similar; 
however, the latter is less elongate and has the bars supporting the stem in the form of an << x )) 
rather than a cross. In addition, the band next to the inner margin or the rim is generally wider 
in D. incohatus. 

Remarks: The crossbars may arise very close to the rim, in which case they tend to divide 
the band into four more or less equal parts. On some specimens the crossbars are attached 
to the band only near its inner edge. The rim and band are spherolithic. The crossbars and 
cluster of four small pieces at the center of the coccolith appear ortholithic and extinguish 
between 20°-25° from either vibration direction. 

Type level: 

Campanian. 

Occurrence: Coniacian -Campanian. 
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Type locality: 

Off aster pilula beds, north end of quarry at Sens, France; chalk. 

Depository: 

U.S. National Museum, Washington, D. C. Holotype: USNM 41537; paratype: USNM 41538. 

Author: 

Stover L. E., 1966, p. 143; pl. 2, figs. 23a-c, 24a, b; pl. 8, fig. 17. 

Reference: 

Cretaceous coccoliths and associated nannofossils from France and the Netherlands. Micro
paleontology, vol. 12, n° 2, pp. 133-167, pls. 1-9. 
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